During the last decade, there was a paradigm-shift in order to consider terrestrial planets within liquid-water habitable zones (LW-HZ) around M stars, as suitable places for the emergence and evolution of life. Here we analyze the influence of UV boundary conditions to three planetary systems around dM (HIP 74995, HIP 109388 and HIP 113020). We apply our model of UV habitable zone (UV-HZ) (Buccino et al. 2006 ) to these cases and show that during the quiescent UV output there would not be enough UV radiation within the LW-HZ in order to trigger biogenic processes. We also analyze the cases of two other M flare stars and show that the flares of moderate intensity could provide the necessary energy to trigger those biogenic processes, while the strong flares not necessary rule-out the possibility of life-bearing planets.
Introduction
Dwarfs of spectral type M (dM stars) constitute 75% of main sequence stars and even at their relative low masses, they contribute more than any other spectral type to the total stellar galactic mass (Rodonó, 1986) . M stars are much smaller in mass than the Sun (between 0.08 and 0.5 M ⊙ ) and their hydrogen burning lifetimes are much longer. Usually the dM lifetimes ranges from 50 Gyr to several trillion years with a very slow change in their emitted flux. They also have relatively low stellar temperatures (2400K T ef f 3900K), which makes their light red. The balance of radiation of M stars is very different from our Sun.
Using numerical simulations, Wetherill (1996) showed that planets are likely to form in habitable zones (HZ) of M dwarfs. In the last years, several new proposals to enhance the detection of planets around M dwarfs were promoted (Endl et al. 2003 , Deeg 2004 . However, recent surveys have only detected nine planetary systems around M dwarfs (Schneider, 2006) .
Habitable planets around the lowest mass M stars would have some significant differences to Earth. Actually, the planets within the liquid water habitable zones (LW-HZ) are tidally locked, with the same side always facing the central star. Early arguments assumed that atmospheric volatiles would freeze out the dark side and boil off on the star-facing side of the planet. In this way, the surface pressure would be orders of magnitude below present day Earth and far below the minimum pressure at which liquid water can exist. However, according to different models of increasing complexity developed by Haberle et al. (1996) , Joshi et al. (1997) , Heath et al. (1999) and Joshi (2003) , Send offprint requests to: Andrea P. Buccino, e-mail: abuccino@iafe.uba.ar the atmospheric heat transport could prevent freeze out on the dark side. Therefore, it could be perfectly possible to have habitable synchronously rotating planets where liquid water can exists.
Another important characteristic is that the luminosity of M stars is known to vary up to 40% because of starspots, which can last for up to a few months. However, Joshi et al. (1997) found that even that such extreme starspots would only cause atmospheric collapse if the planet were at the coldest CO 2 condensation end of the habitable zone (Kasting et al., 1993) .
In a recent review, Tarter et al. (2006) conclude that M dwarf stars may indeed be viable hosts for planets on which the origin and evolution of life can occur. They have also found a number of planetary processes such as cessation of geothermal activity, or thermal and non-thermal atmospheric loss processes that may limit the duration of planetary habitability to periods far shorter than the lifetime of the M dwarf star.
Many dM flare stars, during flares, emit large amounts of ultraviolet radiation and X-rays. In the present work, we analyze the UV constrains for the emergence and evolution of living systems of all the M stars with exoplanets observed by the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) satellite. To do so, we apply our recent model of UV Habitable Zone (Buccino et al., 2006) to the three planetary systems around M stars (HIP 74995 (Gl 581), HIP 109388 (Gj 849) and HIP 113020 (Gl 876)) with IUE observations and compare these results with the LW-HZ. We also analyze how the UV Habitable Zones behave with the presence of moderate and strong flares.
In Section 2 we introduce the bases and characteristics of our model. In Section 3 we describe the methodologies used to perform the observations and data analysis. In Section 4 we apply our model to the dM planetary systems and two dM flare stars and in Section 5 we present a discussion with the results.
UV constrains for life
Ultraviolet radiation is known to inhibit photosynthesis, induce DNA destruction and cause damage to a wide variety of proteins and lipids. In particular, UV radiation between 200 and 300 nm becomes energetically very damaging to most of the terrestrial biological systems. On the other hand, UV radiation is usually considered one of the most important energy sources on the primitive Earth for the synthesis of many biochemical compounds. In Buccino et al. (2006) we use these properties of the UV radiation to define the boundaries of an ultraviolet habitable zone (UV-HZ). In this section we summarize the main results of our previous work.
The destructive effect of the UV radiation on biochemicals processes is usually considered through a biological action spectrum (BAS) B(λ), which represents a relative measure of damage as a function of wavelength. We have defined B(λ) as the probability of a photon of energy hc λ to dissociate free DNA. Cockell (1998) gave an estimation of the BAS based on studies by Green & Miller (1975) and Lindberg & Horneck (1991) . We have semi-empirically adjusted the curve B(λ) obtained from these previous studies with the following expression:
A measure of DNA-damage caused by UV photons radiated by a star of age t, that reach the top of the atmosphere of a planet at a distance d (in AU) can be expressed as:
Applying the so-called Principle of Mediocrity 1 , we have set the inner limit d of the UV-HZ as:
where
is the number of DNA damaging photons received on Earth 3.8 Gyrs ago.
On the other hand, as mentioned before, the UV radiation is thought to have played an important role in the origin of life (Toupance & Bossard 1977 , Ehrenfreund et al. 2002 . Consequently, there is a minimum number of UV photons necessary as an energy source for the chemical synthesis of complex molecules. The total number of biogenic UV photons received by a planet at a distance d (in AU) is:
Again, applying the Principle of Mediocrity, we set the outer limit d of the UV-HZ as:
1 The so-called 'Principle of Mediocrity' proposes that our planetary system, life on Earth and our technological civilization are about average and that life and intelligence will develop by the same rules of natural selection wherever the proper conditions and the needed time are given (von Hoerner, 1961) .
Observations
To study the influence of near UV radiation around M exoplanetary stars, we have used IUE low (0.6 nm resolution) and high dispersion (λ/∆λ ∼10000) spectra, taken by the long wavelength cameras (LWP and LWR) in the range 185-340 nm. The spectra are available from the IUE public library (at http://ines.laeff.esa.es/cgiines/IUEdbsMY ), and have been calibrated using the NEWSIPS (New Spectral Image Processing System) algorithm. The internal accuracy of the high resolution calibration is around 4% (Cassatella et al. 2000) and the errors of the low dispersion spectra in the absolute calibration are around 10-15% (Massa & Fitzpatrick, 1998) .
The M exoplanetary stars of our sample (HIP 74995 (M3V), HIP 109388 (M3.5V) and HIP 113020 (M4V)), have only one IUE low resolution spectra each. The flare stars Ad Leo (M3.5V) and EV Lac (M4.5V) were also studied to analyze the influence of flares on life. For EV lac, there are 54 separated IUE low resolution spectra in the longwavelength range and Ad Leo have 64 IUE low and high resolution spectra in the same wavelength range. In Fig. 1 , Fig. 1 . IUE Spectra of F to M planetary dwarfs stars. HD 9826 (F8V, solid), 18 Sco (G2V, dot), HD 145765 (K0V, dot-long dash) and HIP 109388 (M3.5V, short dash).
we show four typical IUE spectra corresponding to stars with exoplanets HD 9826 (F8V), HD 145675 (K0V) and HIP 109388 (M3.5V), and the solar twin 18 Scorpii (G2V). As the three exoplanetary M hosts are similar in their spectral type and class and, therefore, in their spectra, we have included in Fig. 1 only one representative spectrum.
We can see in Fig. 1 that the level of UV radiation is much lower in the dM star than in the G star. Furthermore, due to their low effective temperature, dM spectra are dominated by molecular absorption bands that redistribute their radiated energy in a non-black-body fashion.
Habitable zones around M stars
In Fig. 2 , we plot the UV-HZ, together with the LW-HZ (Kasting et al. 1993 ) of the three planetary systems of our sample. In Table 1 , we also list some physical parameters of the host stars and their corresponding planets.
In fact, the LW-HZ around M stars is wider, than the one considered by Kasting et al. (1993) . Joshi (2003) reported that the planetary albedo of an ocean covered synchronously rotating Earth is 20% higher than in a case where the planet is not tidally locked. This higher albedo could make the inner limit of the LW-HZ a 10% lower respect to the traditional one (Kasting et al., 1993) . On the other hand, the UV radiation of M stars could lead a different photochemistry in the planetary atmosphere (richer in CH 4 and N 2 O than Earth) and could move away the outer edge of HZ. However, this phenomena is not quantified (Segura et al., 2005) . Therefore, in our LW-HZ calculations we assume the less restrictive boundaries criteria considered by Kasting et al. (1993) (e.g. for our solar system are 0.75 and 1.77 AU), which would be a good approximation for dM stars. Laughlin & Bodenheimer (1993) present some evolutionary tracks where they show that the luminosity function of stars with masses 0.25-0.35 M ⊙ is almost constant during the main sequence stage. For this reason, both the LW-HZ and the UV-HZ plotted in Fig. 2 remain constant for near 100 Gyr, and maybe have short-scale variations, no longer than hours, due to flare activity.
The exoplanet Gl876d is within the inner limit of the LW-HZ and would look like a super-Venus with ∼ 8M ♀ , with a small possibility to have liquid water but not enough UV radiation to trigger the biogenic processes. The exoplanet Gl581b is like a super-Earth with ∼ 19M ⊕ . Even though the presence of liquid water in the exoplanet or on a hypothetical moon is possible, an alternative energy source is needed to trigger the formation of complex molecules for the origin of life. The last conclusion could also be applied to any hypothetical terrestrial exoplanet in the LW-HZ around HIP 109388.
In order to show the biological influence of stellar flares, we included in Fig. 2 the UV-HZ and the LW-HZ of two well studied flare stars (AD Leo (M3.5V) and EV Lac (M4.5V)). For both cases, we have estimated the UV-HZ for the quiet stage and with the presence of flares of different strength.
The biological implications of these flares will be discussed in next Section.
Discussion
In the three exoplanetary cases around M stars observed by IUE, the LW-HZ and the UV-HZ are completely disjunct. The UV radiation of these dM stars is orders of magnitude smaller than that required to trigger the formation of complex molecules within the LW-HZ. Therefore, a different energy source or alternative physical mechanism is needed for the biogenesis. For these reasons, we consider improbable to find life in a terrestrial planet around the LW-HZ of these dM stars.
On the other hand, flares would provide the necessary energy for these triggering mechanisms. The energy, frequency and duration of the stellar flares show a great variety. The burning time of a flare varies from fraction of a second to several minutes and the time of decay varies from seconds to many hours. Respect to the flare frequency, large flares occur less often but usually last longer than the small ones (Gershberg 2005) . In general, M stars could be classified as: (a) quiet or inactive, without flare activity, (b) with moderate flare activity (where the total energy is 10 32 ergs); (c) with strong flare activity (10 32 -10 35 ergs).
On 10 th September 1993, EV Lac (M4.5V) presented a rather large flare, which lasted several minutes. A slightly weaker flare took place at the end of the same day (Pomerance et al., 1995) . On the other hand, on April 12 th 1985, Ad Leo (M3.5V) presented a strong flare of more than 10 34 ergs, which lasted more than 4 hours, with an abrupt brightness increase and a long decay (Hawley & Pettersen, 1991) . The behaviour of the UV-HZ for EV Lac, during the weaker flare, exposed in Fig. 2 , shows that moderate flares could be an excellent energy source to trigger the biogenesis processes. Furthermore, they are much more frequent than the strong ones. A different case is Ad Leo, the strong flare is several orders of magnitude stronger than the radiation needed to destroy biomolecules and restrict the environmental conditions for life. Even the duration of strong flares are of the order of few hours, the most part of the time is taken by its long decay (Gershberg, 2005) . Moreover, the terrestrial planets within the LW-HZ around dM are tidally locked and therefore, only one face of the planet receives the UV damaging radiation. This could provide a strong selective pressure for the emergence and evolution of living organisms, but not necessary completely restrict their existence. Segura et al. (2005) indicated that the flare activity could stimulate the production of abiotic atmospheric ozone that could enhance the protection biological systems to UV damaging radiation.
In contrast to what it has been believed for a long time, the flare activity in M stars could play an important role in the origin of life. Moderate flares could trigger the biogenesis processes while the effect of strong flares, that are less frequent, could be mitigated by the production of abiotic ozone and the fact that only one face of the hypothetical terrestrial planet within the LW-HZ will receive the damaging UV radiation. On the other hand, terrestrial planets within the LW-HZ around quiet M stars would need an alternative energy source to perform the synthesis of complex macromolecules and start the biogenesis. Therefore, M 
